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Abstract

This review summarizes recent advances and current gaps in understanding of innate immunity to human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, and identifies key scientific priorities to enable application of this knowl-
edge to the development of novel prevention strategies (vaccines and microbicides). It builds on productive
discussion and new data arising out of a workshop on innate immunity against HIV held at the European Commis-
sion in Brussels, together with recent observations from the literature.
Increasing evidence suggests that innate responses are key determinants of the outcome of HIV infection,
influencing critical events in the earliest stages of infection including the efficiency of mucosal HIV transmission,
establishment of initial foci of infection and local virus replication/spread as well as virus dissemination, the
ensuing acute burst of viral replication, and the persisting viral load established. They also impact on the subse-
quent level of ongoing viral replication and rate of disease progression. Modulation of innate immunity thus has
the potential to constitute a powerful effector strategy to complement traditional approaches to HIV prophylaxis
and therapy. Importantly, there is increasing evidence to suggest that many arms of the innate response play both
protective and pathogenic roles in HIV infection. Consequently, understanding the contributions made by compo-
nents of the host innate response to HIV acquisition/spread versus control is a critical pre-requisite for the employ-
ment of innate immunity in vaccine or microbicide design, so that appropriate responses can be targeted for up-
or down-modulation. There is also an important need to understand the mechanisms via which innate responses
are triggered and mediate their activity, and to define the structure-function relationships of individual innate fac-
tors, so that they can be selectively exploited or inhibited. Finally, strategies for achieving modulation of innate
functions need to be developed and subjected to rigorous testing to ensure that they achieve the desired level of
protection without stimulation of immunopathological effects. Priority areas are identified where there are opportu-
nities to accelerate the translation of recent gains in understanding of innate immunity into the design of
improved or novel vaccine and microbicide strategies against HIV infection.

Understanding how innate immunity modifies
HIV infection offers unique opportunities for the
development of novel prophylactic and
therapeutic strategies
Rational approaches to HIV vaccine design have so far
focused principally on the induction of virus-specific
antibody or T cell responses. Results from large-scale
clinical trials of both antibody- and T cell-targeted
immunogens have given largely disappointing results
[1,2] and although some short-lived protection was
observed in the most recent phase III HIV vaccine

trial [3], the mechanism(s) of protection are not well
understood. There is thus an urgent need for novel
approaches to HIV prophylaxis and therapy that will
complement and synergise with traditional strategies
centred on stimulation of adaptive responses.
The classical application of innate immunity in vac-

cine design has been in an adjuvant role: innate immune
responses are stimulated at the time of vaccination to
promote the induction of adaptive response(s) capable
of mediating protection on subsequent pathogen
encounter [4]. The need for a better understanding of
links between innate and adaptive immunity and of the
type(s) of innate response that should be stimulated to
prime protective responses, particularly at mucosal sites,
are discussed in a separate report [5]. However a
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second, more novel means of applying innate immunity
in prevention strategies (vaccine and microbicides)
would be in an effector capacity: i.e. to stimulate innate
or adaptive responses that would modulate the innate
responses activated at the time of subsequent pathogen
exposure to provide (or contribute to) protection. This
review focuses on opportunities for applying the latter
type of strategy in the development of novel approaches
to prevention of HIV infection.
Understanding the contributions made by different

innate host resistance mechanisms and innate responses
to HIV acquisition and disease progression is a critical
pre-requisite for the rational design of novel prophylac-
tic and therapeutic strategies focusing on innate immu-
nity: this will inform the selection of responses to target
for up- or down-modulation by vaccination or microbi-
cides. There is also an important need to understand
the mechanisms via which innate responses are trig-
gered, so that these can be selectively exploited or inhib-
ited in vaccine or microbicide design. Finally, strategies
for achieving the desired modulation of innate functions
will need to be developed and subjected to rigorous test-
ing to ensure that they achieve the desired level of pro-
tection without stimulation of immunopathological
effects. Given that many components of the innate
response mediate pleiotropic functions and can both
inhibit HIV infection and exert immunomodulatory
effects that may enhance viral replication, it is critical to
assess whether these opposing outcomes can be dis-
sected and mapped to functionally distinct effector path-
ways or sites within a given soluble factor, thereby
providing a basis for their selective exploitation in pro-
phylactic or therapeutic strategies.

Innate responses in HIV infection and their roles
in protection or pathogenesis
The following sections discuss current understanding
of the roles of different components of innate immu-
nity in protection or pathogenesis in HIV infection
and of how the activation of innate responses is stimu-
lated and regulated, together with the knowledge gaps
and priorities for research. Components of the innate
response are considered in the sequence in which they
may be invoked in combating infection: as mucosal
HIV exposure occurs; local foci of infection are estab-
lished; and as more widespread viral dissemination
takes place (Figure 1).

a. The importance of innate defences in forming barriers
to or conversely promoting mucosal HIV infection
The observation that following heterosexual transmis-
sion of HIV, the viral quasispecies generated in acute
infection is frequently derived from a single infecting
virion [6], provides support for the existence of robust

barriers to HIV infection via the genital mucosa. These
barriers are in part physical (mucus, low pH, epithelial
integrity), but in addition there are a number of secreted
factors present at the genital mucosa that display anti-
HIV activity (or possess infection-enhancing properties),
many of which can in turn be modulated by HIV infec-
tion. Broadly, these factors fall into two groups: (i) catio-
nic peptides and (ii) small secreted proteins. In addition
to having a direct impact on HIV infectivity, many of
these factors also mediate innate immunomodulatory
activity and consequently have the potential to impact
innate and adaptive immune responses more broadly.
Examples include a peptide in semen named semen-
derived enhancer of virus infection (SEVI), defensins,
members of the cysteine-rich whey acidic protein
(WAP) family, and type I interferons (IFNs).
The molecular mode of action of many of these

recently-discovered factors remains to be elucidated,
with indications from published data highlighting sub-
stantial diversity in potency and mode of interaction
with HIV. For example, SEVI, a small semen cationic
peptide, enhances HIV infection in vitro under condi-
tions designed to mimic those encountered during sex-
ual transmission of HIV through formation of amyloid
fibrils that capture and focus virus onto target cells
[7-9]. Understanding precisely how this peptide self-
aggregates to form b-sheet-rich amyloid fibrils and how
this process may be disrupted could improve the poten-
tial to reduce HIV transmission.
Defensins are also small cationic peptides. They are

produced by epithelial cells and leukocytes and are
involved in combating infection with a broad range of
bacteria, fungi and viruses, including HIV [10]. Mechan-
isms proposed to contribute to their anti-HIV activity
include direct inactivation of virions, interference with
attachment/entry via impairment of gp120 binding to
CD4, co-receptor down-regulation, induction of b-
chemokines or inhibition of the fusion step and down-
regulation of viral replication at an intracellular level
[11-16]. Certain a-defensins may also enhance HIV
infection by promoting viral entry through an unknown
mechanism [17]. Notably, defensins also mediate immu-
nomodulatory effects, acting as chemoattractants for T
cells, monocytes and dendritic cells (DCs) and regulat-
ing cellular activation and cytokine production [18-22].
These immune-stimulatory properties of defensins could
help to enhance acquisition of HIV infection by increas-
ing the availability of infection-susceptible target cells at
mucosal exposure sites. Whether the pro- or anti-HIV
activities of defensins predominate in vivo is not clear,
although local elevations in a-defensin levels during gen-
ital tract infections are associated with enhanced HIV
acquisition [17,23]. Analysis of the propensity of differ-
ent defensins to mediate these diverse activities and
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dissection of structure-function relationships could
potentially enable the development of microbicides that
selectively employ the HIV-inhibitory properties of
defensins to reduce mucosal HIV transmission.
Whey acidic proteins have traditionally been asso-

ciated with broad antimicrobial activity at portals of
pathogen entry and are identified to be under strong
selection pressure, which is a hallmark of innate immu-
nity [24]. Two of the 18 human family members, secre-
tory leukocyte protease inhibitor (SLPI) and Elafin
display anti-HIV activity, correlating with reduced virus
transmission [25-28]; however, a third member, whey
acidic protein four-disulfide core domain 1 (WFDC1)/
ps20, expressed in several mucosal tissues, enhances
HIV infection [29]. SLPI exerts an anti-HIV effect by

binding to annexin II (a cell surface cofactor that binds
phosphatidylserine and promotes HIV entry by stabilis-
ing virus fusion beyond the HIV receptor/co-receptor
complex) and impairing annexin II-mediated stabilisa-
tion of fusion [27,28]. The mechanism underlying the
antiviral effect of Elafin, which is over-expressed in
female genital tract of highly exposed uninfected indivi-
duals, is unknown [25]. WFDC1/ps20 promotes infec-
tion by a method that appears in keeping with a more
fundamental biologic role of this factor in promoting
cell adhesion and regulation of the extracellular matrix.
Ps20-upregulation of CD54 expression and possibly
other adhesion antigens and tetraspanins involved in the
formation of the virological synapse [30] is postulated to
promote cell-free and cell-cell virus transfer ([30] and

Figure 1 Sequence of events during the eclipse and viral expansion phases of acute HIV-1 infection. Mucosal transmission of HIV is
followed by an eclipse phase of ~ 10 days during which small foci of infection are established in the mucosa, local virus replication occurs and
infection spreads to local lymphoid tissues where further virus amplification takes place. More widespread virus dissemination then ensues, with
infection of lymph nodes throughout the body including the GALT where high levels of virus replication take place, associated with an
exponential increase in plasma viral titres. The horizontal dotted line indicates the limit of detection of many of the assays conventionally used
to evaluate plasma HIV titres (~100 viral RNA copies/ml): the time at which this is exceeded constitutes the end of the eclipse phase. As
illustrated, there is a relatively short window of opportunity during which infection could potentially be blocked, eradicated or constrained
before substantial CD4+ T cell depletion occurs and the stage is set for subsequent disease progression.
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Vyakarnam et al., submitted). How ps20 regulates cell
adhesion and HIV infection is not known. In addition to
their ability to regulate HIV infection, whey acidic pro-
teins are recognised for their anti-inflammatory activity,
e.g. they are able to suppress lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-
stimulated production of cytokines like tumour necrosis
factor (TNF)a [30]; and ps20 can suppress toll-like
receptor (TLR)3-mediated induction of IFNa in human
cells, which may contribute to its infection-enhancing
activity (Vyakarnam et al., unpublished). SLPI has also
been noted to suppress the enzyme activation-induced
cytidine deaminase (AID) in epithelial cells [31]. AID is
important for B cell receptor editing and immunoglobu-
lin (Ig) class switching [32]. Epithelial cells express both
AID and SLPI upon sensing pathogen products through
TLRs [31]. SLPI in turn attenuates AID activity via
nuclear factor (NF)-�B down-modulation [31]. The
molecular mechanisms that underpin these functions of
whey acidic proteins are not known, but are of priority
to understand, particularly given the importance of local
immune activation in enhancing acquisition of HIV
infection and the subsequent importance of systemic
immune activation in promoting HIV replication both
during early and in established infection (where damage
to the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) leading to
enhanced bacterial translocation and increased circulat-
ing LPS levels has been proposed to be a significant
cause of ongoing immune activation [33,34]). Maintain-
ing circulating levels of whey acidic proteins may there-
fore be important in limiting immune activation
throughout infection [35].
Type I IFNs are innate cytokines that also possess

direct anti-HIV activity [36] and, like many of the fac-
tors discussed above, have multiple other effects, includ-
ing regulation of immune activation and cellular
apoptosis. They mediate their pleiotropic activities by
binding to a common receptor and triggering different
intracellular signalling cascades that result in transcrip-
tional up-regulation of IFN-stimulated genes. The host
cell functions regulated by type 1 IFNs include an array
of antiviral mechanisms that act to block HIV replica-
tion at multiple stages in the viral life-cycle [37]. Type 1
IFNs in mucosal secretions may thus help to maintain a
“baseline” level of HIV resistance in cells at local sites of
viral exposure. However these innate cytokines also pos-
sess potent immunostimulatory properties, promoting
the activation and functional maturation of multiple cell
types including DCs, macrophages, natural killer (NK)
cells and T cells [38]. As local immune activation can
enhance HIV infection, the presence of type 1 IFNs at
mucosal sites could also have detrimental consequences.
Which prevail in vivo is currently unclear. Likewise type
1 IFN induction following HIV transmission as infection
is established and begins to spread, and its production

at subsequent stages of infection could also have oppos-
ing effects - this is discussed further below.
Taken together these data highlight that innate

immune mediators present at local sites of infection can
exert a significant HIV regulatory effect through physi-
cal interaction with the virus, competitive binding to
cell-surface entry proteins, triggering of signals that alter
the permissiveness of target cells and/or immunomodu-
latory activities (Figure 2). At present there are signifi-
cant gaps in our understanding of the molecular
mechanisms underlying these effects. Systematic study
of the structure/function relationship of these factors,
delineation of their mode of action (where appropriate
through identifying binding/signalling partners that link
immunoregulatory function to HIV regulatory activity)
and determination of how HIV regulates the expression
of these proteins in in vitro model systems are critical.
In addition, development of specific assays for the accu-
rate measurement of these secreted innate factors will
enable their regulation and expression pattern in muco-
sal tissue during acute and chronic infection to be
assessed. Together, this will provide a platform for con-
sidering the potential exploitation of these innate
immune mediators in novel prophylactic or therapeutic
strategies.

b. Cellular HIV restriction factors and their modulation in
primary cells
Human cells express a number of proteins that block
cross-species transmission of retroviruses [39]. Some of
these species restriction factors, namely apolipoprotein
B editing complex, catalytic subunit (APOBEC)3G/F
[40], tripartite motif (TRIM)5a [41] and tetherin [42],
display broad antiviral effects in over-expression model
systems. Virus-host adaptation has led to HIV evolving
specific mechanisms to counteract the action of these
potent species restriction factors. Indeed replication-
competent strains of HIV carry specific virally-encoded
accessory genes that have evolved to counteract APO-
BEC3G and tetherin anti-HIV activity [43,44], thereby
ensuring their propagation in human cells. A signifi-
cant body of research is currently focused on under-
standing the molecular mechanisms by which HIV
interacts directly with these restriction factors and
overcomes their antiviral effects, which has potential
implications for the development of novel antivirals.
This area of research is outside the scope of this
review.
HIV restriction factors are constitutively expressed at

baseline levels in many cell types, but their expression
can be rapidly up-regulated by type 1 IFNs [45-49]. Up-
regulation of these restriction factors may account for
much of the anti-HIV-1 activity of type 1 IFNs, although
there is evidence to suggest that “classical” IFN-induced
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antiviral pathways may also contribute to control of HIV
replication [44]. Type 1 IFNs inhibit HIV replication in
both CD4+ T cells and macrophages, but their ability to
block viral replication in the latter cells is much more
profound [50]. In line with this, it is notable that HIV
infection of macrophages fails to induce type 1 IFN pro-
duction [51] (thought to be due to lack of high-level
expression of TLR7 or other pattern recognition recep-
tors capable of recognising HIV and triggering type 1
IFN production [52]); and that HIV infection of CD4+
T cells is associated with depletion of interferon-
regulatory factor-3 (IRF-3), which impairs IFN induction
through the retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I) path-
way [53]. The fact that HIV hardly triggers type 1 IFN
production in infected cells could be a reflection of its
need to avoid the potent antiviral activity of IFN-
induced HIV restriction factors.
A key question, yet to be answered, is whether

increased expression of endogenous restriction factors
could prevent HIV infection or limit virus replication in
acute/early infection. Interestingly, a recent study

suggested that APOBEC3G expression can be modified
by vaccination. Rectal mucosal immunization of maca-
ques with SIV antigens and CCR5 peptides, linked to
the 70 kD heat shock protein, showed a progressive
increase in APOBEC3G mRNA in PBMCs which was
maintained for at least 17 weeks. Mucosal challenge
with simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) resulted in a
significant increase in APOBEC3G mRNA in
CD4+CCR5+ cells in the circulation and draining iliac
lymph nodes in immunized animals (which did not
become infected) compared to un-immunised animals,
consistent with an association between APOBEC3G
expression and protection from infection [54]. However
it remains unclear whether the increase in APOBEC3G
expression limited HIV infection per se, or provided a
surrogate marker for IFN induction, which was mediat-
ing its effects via a variety of mechanisms. This question
is of importance in the context of understanding and
exploiting innate immune effector mechanisms in thera-
peutic strategies. A recent study in a murine model sys-
tem showed that type 1 IFN-mediated suppression of

Figure 2 Opposing effects of soluble factors present at mucosal sites of HIV exposure on virus transmission and the establishment of
infection. As illustrated, soluble factors at mucosal sites can mediate beneficial effects by exerting direct antiviral activity or reducing local
inflammation; and/or can mediate detrimental effects by enhancing virus transmission, directly augmenting HIV infection of cells, recruiting CD4
+ target cells or promoting local immune activation/increasing HIV replication. Vaccines and microbicides should be designed to tip the balance
in favour of the beneficial effects.
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the replication of hepatitis B virus (which is also sensi-
tive to the antiviral effects of APOBEC3) was not depen-
dent on APOBEC3 expression [55]. A systematic
analysis of the regulation of restriction factors by innate
immune mediators like IFNs and whey acidic proteins,
combined with functional studies of HIV infection in
human cells treated with innate immune mediators in
which restriction factors have been silenced through
siRNA-mediated knockdown techniques would provide
a better understanding of the role that HIV restriction
factors play a role in innate immunity to HIV-1
infection.

c. The role of dendritic cells and macrophages at local
(mucosal) sites in promoting or restricting establishment
of initial foci of infection and virus dissemination
The low efficiency of heterosexual HIV transmission
may be due not only to the physical and immunological
barriers to infection at genital mucosal surfaces (dis-
cussed above), but also to difficulties encountered by
the virus in establishing initial foci of infection at the
local mucosal site and undergoing subsequent spread.
A full understanding of the earliest virus-host cell inter-
actions that take place in infection and the role of local
innate responses in blocking or amplifying initial virus
replication is paramount to enable the development of
prophylactic strategies to intervene at this critical stage
of infection where the window of opportunity for virus
eradication is still open.
The first cells with which the virus interacts at the

genital mucosa may include DCs, macrophages and
CD4+ T cells. Conventional (c)DCs in the submucosa
expressing the C-type lectin dendritic cell-specific, inter-
cellular adhesion molecule-grabbing non-integrin
(DC-SIGN) are hypothesized to play a key role in HIV
dissemination to CD4+ T cells due to their ability to
capture and internalize virions via DC-SIGN and med-
iate trans-infection of CD4+ T cells, either at the muco-
sal infection site or following migration into draining
lymphoid tissues. Some macrophages in mucosal tissues
also express DC-SIGN and, although they do not
migrate into lymph nodes, may contribute to local HIV
transmission to CD4+ T cells [56]. HIV interaction with
DC-SIGN also has a number of other important conse-
quences. It stimulates leukemia associated Rho guanine
nucleotide-exchange factor (LARG)-induced Rho-
GTPase activation, which promotes virus-T cell synapse
formation and increases virus replication [57]. It also
leads to activation of Raf-1, which together with TLR8-
stimulated NF-�B activation is required to enable HIV
to replicate in DCs [58]. LARG-induced Rho-GTPase
activation and Raf-1 activation both also have immuno-
modulatory effects, the former causing down-regulation
of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II

molecules and IFN response genes in monocyte-derived
DCs [57] and the latter modulating the cytokine
response induced following TLR ligation, notably
increasing production of pro-inflammatory cytokines
[59]. By binding to pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs)
including DC-SIGN, HIV-1 may thus simultaneously
achieve amplification, dissemination and subversion of
the host immune response to further its replication and
spread.
Langerhans cells located in the mucosal epithelium

express an alternative capture receptor, Langerin. In con-
trast to virions captured by DC-SIGN, HIV-1 captured
by Langerin is internalised into Birbeck granules and
degraded [60]. Unlike DC-SIGN+ cDCs in the subepithe-
lium, Langerhans cells may thus bring about clearance of
captured virions rather than mediating HIV transmission
to T cells. However, if Langerhans cells are activated, e.g.
as a consequence of local infection with other pathogens,
they mediate transinfection rather than virion destruction
[61]. There is also evidence for the existence of additional
HIV capture receptors, whose functions are less well
understood [62]. Better characterisation of the full array
of receptors expressed by Langerhans cells and submuco-
sal DCs (as well as other cDC and macrophage subsets)
and their roles in mediating virion destruction, transin-
fection, and intracellular signaling to modulate DC func-
tions is an area of importance for future work.
Acquisition of HIV infection is known to be enhanced

by the presence of other sexually transmitted infections.
Langerhans cell activation may be only one of a number
of mechanisms involved, others including breach of the
physical mucosal barrier to infection, the presence of
larger-than-normal numbers of CD4+ T cells, macro-
phages and DCs in the subepithelium, and the heigh-
tened state of activation of these cells. In the resting
state, the paucity of CD4+ T cells in the submucosa
may be one of the factors that restricts the establish-
ment of foci of HIV infection. Recent studies in the SIV
macaque model have suggested that production of
macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP)-3a at mucosal
infection sites may attract plasmacytoid (p)DCs and
other inflammatory cells, which in turn help to recruit
additional CD4+ T cells through production of chemo-
kines such as MIP1a and b [63]. These pathways are
potential targets for intervention strategies, and require
further investigation. As potent sources of type 1 IFN
production, pDCs also have the capacity to combat HIV
replication at local infection sites. The opposing roles of
pDCs in restricting and potentiating initial virus replica-
tion and the factors that govern which of these activities
predominate, including the role of HIV signaling
through TLRs and other pattern recognition receptors
and how this affects pDC functions, are also of impor-
tance to understand.
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d. HIV-DC interactions as virus dissemination starts to
occur: impact on systemic activation of innate and
adaptive responses
DCs play a key role in the orchestration of innate and
adaptive responses, responding to the presence of infec-
tion by initiating soluble factor production and engaging
in cross-talk with other cell types to induce and regulate
an immune response that will mediate pathogen control
with minimum immunopathology. Given the central
role of DCs in the host immune response, many viruses
subvert DC functions to promote their persistence
in vivo. HIV is no exception: it exploits DC subsets not
only to facilitate the initial establishment of infection
and local virus spread as described above, but also to
enhance systemic virus replication and impair host con-
trol of infection.
HIV can infect both cDCs and pDCs, and has been

found to initiate infection in both DC subsets more effi-
ciently than in other cell types (including macrophages
and CD4+ T cells) in vitro [64]. However the frequency
of infected DCs that produce virus is low, likely due to
the fact that DCs express HIV restriction factors, e.g.
monocyte-derived DCs express APOBEC3G/3F, levels of
which are up-regulated as they mature [65]. Nonethe-
less, although DCs probably do not consitute a major
cellular site for HIV production, they promote systemic
HIV replication in two important ways. First, they med-
iate transfer of infection to CD4+ T cells, particularly to
the antigen-specific CD4+ T cells with which they inter-
act [66], thus simultaneously driving virus amplification
and impairment of the HIV-specific CD4+ T cell
response. cDCs may be particularly important in this
regard, as although pDCs transfer HIV to CD4+ T cells
too they also produce type 1 IFNs that block virus repli-
cation in T cells [67]. Second, DCs activated by HIV sti-
mulate a high level of generalised immune activation
that provides the activated target cells required for opti-
mal disseminated HIV replication. The importance of
this is increasingly appreciated.
In vitro studies have shown that pDCs are very rapidly

activated following contact with HIV, upregulating
MHC and costimulatory molecules, producing high
levels of type 1 IFNs and other cytokines and acquiring
increased T cell stimulatory capacity [68]. HIV stimu-
lates pDC activation by a process that involves virion
endocytosis following binding to CD4 and CCR5 and
subsequent ligation of TLR7 by HIV RNA [68]. By con-
trast, cDCs do not undergo a similar functional activa-
tion on exposure to HIV, despite the fact that they can
bind HIV via CD4 and CCR5 and also express TLR7
and are activated by TLR7 agonists including HIV RNA
sequences [69]. The reasons for this are not fully under-
stood, but HIV may be routed into different intracellular
compartments in cDCs and/or cDC activation may be

blocked by signals delivered through PRRs other than
TLR7. Although cDCs are not directly activated by HIV,
they nonetheless undergo bystander maturation in the
presence of HIV-exposed pDCs [70]. These in vitro find-
ings would predict a rapid widespread activation of
pDCs and subsequent maturation of cDCs as systemic
HIV spread occurs: a picture which fits well with obser-
vations made in vivo.
The increase in plasma viral titres in acute HIV-1

infection (AHI) is associated with an ordered sequence
of elevations in systemic levels of multiple cytokines and
chemokines [71]. The earliest systemic cytokine eleva-
tions include rapid and transient increases in plasma
levels of IFNa and interleukin (IL)-15, a rapid but more
sustained increase in TNFa, and a slightly slower but
also more sustained increase in IL-18 accompanied by
elevations in multiple other pro-inflammatory cytokines/
chemokines, and a late-peaking increase in IL-10 [71].
The initial pattern of cytokine elevations would be con-
sistent with systemic activation of pDCs to produce
IFNa, IL-15 and TNFa as viremic HIV spread occurs,
followed by initiation of TNFa and IL-18 production by
cDCs and induction of further pro-inflammatory cyto-
kine/chemokine production by other cell types (Figure
3). The cellular sources of acute-phase cytokine produc-
tion and the role of pDCs in initiating the acute-phase
cytokine storm remain to be confirmed; but rapid acti-
vation of circulating DCs as viremic HIV spread takes
place is also suggested by the marked reduction in ciru-
lating pDC and cDC numbers that occurs prior to the
peak in HIV viremia [72]. Studies in rhesus macaques
acutely infected with SIV suggest that this is due to
migration of activated pDCs to lymph nodes [73] where
they undergo death as a consequence of activation,
infection and/or exposure to pro-apoptotic signals [74].
Accumulation of cDCs with a partly-activated phenotype
in lymphoid tissues has also been observed in AHI [75].
It is notable that the increase in plasma viral titres in
the acute phase of hepatitis B and C virus infections is
not accompanied by high-magnitude elevations in circu-
lating type 1 IFN levels and induction of a systemic
cytokine storm equivalent to that observed in AHI [71].
HCV does not stimulate pDCs to produce high levels of
type 1 IFNs in vitro, and impairs their response to TLR7
and TLR9 ligation [76,77]. This is in marked contrast to
the pronounced pDC-stimulatory capacity of HIV, and
would support a key role for the latter in induction of
the florid systemic cytokine response observed in AHI.
Given the ability of type 1 IFNs to inhibit HIV replica-

tion in vitro (discussed above), it seems likely that these
antiviral cytokines also contribute to control of HIV
replication in vivo, although the extent to which they
constrain the acute viral burst and the mechanisms by
which they mediate this are important issues which
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require investigation. In addition to their antiviral effects
type 1 IFNs and other innate cytokines such as IL-15
also possess potent immunostimulatory properties, med-
iating immune activation both directly and indirectly
(via induction of other cyokines/chemokines) - hence
they may contribute to control of viral replication indir-
ectly, by activating other protective immune responses.
However they may simultaneously act to enhance HIV
replication by driving widespread immune activation;
further, type 1 IFNs promote apoptosis, so they may
also contribute to CD4+ T cell loss in HIV infection
[78]. Which of these activities predominates in vivo
remains unclear - although the fact that HIV has not
evolved to avoid or inhibit pDC activation suggests that
on balance the early innate cytokine production and
ensuing immune activation may be advantageous for
virus replication. In support of this, administration of
IL-15 to rhesus macaques during the acute phase of
SIV infection resulted in enhancement of NK cell and
SIV-specific CD8+ T cell responses at peak viremia and
a reduction in the number of SIV-infected cells in
lymph nodes, but despite this, establishment of higher
persisting viral loads and enhanced disease progression
[79]. A recent study showed that pDCs from women

produce more IFNa following stimulation with TLR7
ligands derived from HIV RNA than pDCs from men
[80]. In early HIV-1 infection, viral loads in women
tend to be lower than those in men, but in chronically-
infected subjects with a given viral load women tend to
progress to AIDS faster than men. It is thus possible
that cytokine production by pDCs may have beneficial
effects in the early stages of infection, but subsequently
promote disease progression - although other sex-
related effects may also contribute to these differences
in HIV control [80].
Analysis of the extent and kinetics of type 1 IFN

induction and immune activation stimulated during SIV
infections of their natural non-human primate hosts,
which unlike HIV infection in humans generally do not
lead to the development of AIDS, has also helped to
give insight into what may consititute more protective
versus pathogenic aspects of the early immune response.
Most studies suggest that pDC activation, type 1 IFN
production and immune activation occur in the acute
phase of both pathogenic and non-pathogenic SIV infec-
tions, but non-pathogenic infections are distinguished
by the fact that the acute-phase immune activation
resolves very rapidly even though substantial virus

Figure 3 Diagram to illustrate the kinetics of activation of systemic innate responses during acute HIV-1 infection. The exponential
increase in plasma viral titres (red line) is associated with elevations in circulating levels of a multiple cytokines and chemokines (coloured lines),
which likely reflect the systemic activation of pDCs, cDCs, macrophages, NK cells and other cell types.
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replication continues after the transition to chronic
infection [81-85]. By contrast in HIV infection and
pathogenic SIV infections a chronic state of immune
activation is established, the level of which is predictive
of the subsequent rate of disease progression [86-88].
Notably, sustained TLR7 triggering in mice has been
shown to induce chronic immune activation and pro-
gressive lymphoid system disruption with similarities to
that in HIV infection [89]. In addition to the difference
in the duration of immune activation in pathogenic and
non-pathogenic infections, some studies also suggest
that the extent of pDC activation and level of type 1
IFN production in the acute phase of infection may be
related to subsequent disease progression [90,91]. Identi-
fication of the mechanisms responsible for the more
limited and/or more rapidly down-regulated immune
activation in nonpathogenic SIV infections (which may
comprise host immunomodulatory mechanisms [92]
and/or effects of specific viral proteins [93]) is an impor-
tant priority for future studies.
Although HIV stimulates pDC activation, hence pro-

moting a state of generalised immune activation that
permits widespread high-level virus replication, increas-
ing evidence suggests that it also modifies both pDC
and cDC functions in order to concurrently reduce or
impair the activation of virus-specific T cell responses.
Although cDCs are not directly activated by HIV, expo-
sure to HIV impairs their maturation in response to
other stimuli and promotes production of IL-10 and
induction of a regulatory T (Treg) cell response [94]. In
addition, when HIV activates pDCs, it stimulates pro-
duction of indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) [95].
HIV-stimulated pDCs induce the differentiation of naïve
CD4+ T cells into Treg cells with suppressive functions
via an IDO-dependent mechanism [96]. IDO activity has
been shown to be upregulated concurrently with IFNa
production and pDC accumulation in lymph nodes dur-
ing acute SIV infection in macaques, and to be nega-
tively correlated with SIV-specific CD4+ T cell
proliferation [73]. However the extent to which this
occurs during the acute phase of HIV infection and its
impact on the HIV-specific T cell response remain to be
determined. It is also important to dissect the pathways
by which HIV mediates these alterations in DC func-
tions, so that strategies can be designed to block them.
Another important question is to what extent in vivo
impairments in DC-T cell interactions can be overcome
by pre-priming of HIV-specific T cell responses.

e. NK and NKT cell activation and functions in HIV
infection
NK and NKT cells are innate lymphocyte populations
that can be rapidly activated in response to infection
and are capable of mediating potent effector and

immunoregulatory functions. As such, they warrant con-
sideration in HIV vaccine design, where modulation of
events taking place in the earliest stages of infection is
paramount. A better understanding of the NK and NKT
cell responses activated following HIV infection and
their contributions to control of viral replication and/or
to immunopathological immune activation is thus a cur-
rent priority.
NK cells
In AHI, peripheral blood NK cells become activated and
increase in frequency as the acute burst of viral replica-
tion occurs, prior to the maximal expansion of CD8+ T
cells [97]. NK cells also exhibit enhanced activity ex vivo
(degranulation and cytokine production) at this time, a
property that is sustained throughout early infection.
Interesting changes take place in the peripheral blood
NK cell subset composition during AHI. The frequency
of CD56bright (regulatory) NK cells decreases (perhaps
due in part to recruitment into lymph nodes), whilst the
frequency of CD56dim (effector) NK cells increases [97].
Notably, there is also a selective increase within the
effector NK population in the frequency of cells expres-
sing the activating receptor KIR3DS1 in individuals who
co-express HLA class I molecules with the HLA-Bw480I
motif, the putative class I ligand for KIR3DL1/S1 [98].
The mechanisms involved in selective KIR3DS1 + NK
cell expansion/survival in acute and early infection
remain to be determined, but are of importance from a
vaccine design perspective.
There is increasing evidence to suggest that NK cells

make a significant contribution to containment of viral
replication in HIV-infected individuals. NK cells are able
to control HIV replication in vitro; and the observation
that HIV has evolved strategies for modulating ligand
expression on the surface of the cells it infects so as to
minimize both CD8+ T cell and NK cell activation but
maximise NK cell inhibition suggests that NK cells also
mediate antiviral activity in vivo [99,100]. Notably,
KIR3DS1+ NK cells are particularly potent inhibitors of
HIV replication in HLA-Bw480I-positive target cells in
vitro [101]. Genetic studies also provide support for a
role for KIR3DS1+ and KIR3DL1+ NK cells in control
of HIV replication in vivo: co-expression of HLA-
Bw480I with KIR3DS1 or certain inhibitory alleles of
KIR3DL1 has been found to be associated with low-level
viremia in early HIV infection and also with delayed dis-
ease progression [102-104]. Likewise associations have
been reported between KIR3DL alleles and viral loads in
SIV-infected rhesus macaques [105]. NK cells may also
help to mediate resistance to HIV infection, as enhanced
NK cell activity has been reported in HIV-exposed, sero-
negative individuals [106,107], an observation suggested
to be due to the balance of activating/inhibitory receptor
expression on their NK cells [108,109]. Although these
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studies provide an initial indication that NK cells pos-
sess anti-HIV effector activity that may have potential
for exploitation in HIV vaccine design, there are many
important questions that remain to be answered.
First, why do some NK cells, e.g. those expressing

KIR3DS1 or certain KIR3DL1 allotypes, seem to be par-
ticularly protective in HIV infection? If the reasons for
this were understood, it may be possible to design stra-
tegies to induce NK cells in people who do not express
these receptors or their ligands to mediate better control
of HIV replication (e.g. by modulating signalling
through other receptors to mimic the effects of the pro-
tective KIRs). It is hypothesized that the activating
receptor KIR3DS1 interacts with a specific ligand on
HIV-infected cells that results in efficient triggering of
effector functions. However the nature of this ligand
and reasons for the efficacy of NK stimulation via
KIR3DS1 remain unclear. Whether HIV-infected cells
can express ligands for other activating KIRs also
remains to be determined. KIR3DL1 is an inhibitory
receptor, and is hypothesized to act during NK cell
development/functional maturation to permit NK cells
to acquire particularly powerful effector functions. In
line with this, KIR3DL1+ NK cells from HLA-Bw480I
subjects respond strongly to stimulation with HLA-defi-
cient cells in vitro [110]. However the processes involved
in NK cell development/maturation are not fully under-
stood, and the action of KIR3DL1 and possible
approaches for mimicking it require further
investigation.
Second, although recent studies have begun to give

insight into the systemic activation of NK cells in HIV
infection, relatively little is known about the NK cell
populations present at other sites, such as the genital
mucosa, the gut and lymph nodes, and the roles they
may be playing in combating local HIV replication and/
or mediating immunopathological effects. Of particular
interest is the recently-described IL-22-producing NK
population in the gut, which may play an important role
in mucosal defence and local immunoregulation [111].
Third, it is critical to understand whether NK cells

have immunopathological effects in addition to their
putative protective functions in acute and early HIV
infection. NK cells may contribute to immunopathologi-
cal CD4+ T cell destruction, e.g. a role for NKp44-
expressing NK cells in mediating lysis of uninfected
CD4+ T cells expressing a gp41 peptide-induced NKp44
ligand has been suggested [112]. NK cells may also pro-
mote immune activation via either direct or indirect
mechanisms, hence enhancing viral replication and
spread. The observation that individuals with KIRs
encoded on the B group of KIR haplotypes (which con-
tain multiple activating KIRs) undergo more rapid dis-
ease progression in chronic HIV infection than subjects

who only have KIRs encoded on the A group of KIR
haplotypes [113] would be consistent with a link
between higher levels of NK activation and promotion
of viral replication. Further, in early HIV infection,
higher levels of NK cell functional activity are observed
in KIR3DS1+ compared to KIR3DS1- individuals, inde-
pendent of expression of HLA-Bw480I [114]; and
although subjects who express both KIR3DS1 and
HLA-Bw480I progress to AIDS slowly, KIR3DS1 homo-
zygosity in the absence of HLA-Bw480I expression is
associated with accelerated disease progression [104].
This could mean that if the effector activity of KIR3DS1
+ NK cells is specifically targeted to HIV infected cells
(via recognition of a HLA-Bw480I-dependent ligand),
they may contribute to control virus replication, whereas
if KIR3DS1+ cells are solely activated in a “bystander”
fashion, they may predominantly mediate generalised
immune activation, enhancing disease progression. Ana-
lysis of the in vivo importance of NK cell-mediated
immunopathologic effects, the mechanisms by which
they are mediated and the principal NK cell subset(s)
involved is a priority for future work. This information
will determine the feasibility of designing vaccine strate-
gies to stimulate protective but not immunopathological
NK responses, or to down-modulate immunopathologi-
cal NK cell-mediated activity [115].
NKT cells
NKT cells are innate lymphocytes with properties of
both NK cells and T cells, e.g. they express both a T
cell receptor and markers characteristic of NK cells.
Some NKT cells express relatively invariant TCRs that
interact with ligands presented by the non-classical class
I molecule CD1d, whilst others (typically defined as
CD3+CD56+ lymphocytes in humans) express a much
wider range of TCRs that interact with ligands presented
by classical class I molecules.
Relatively little is known about NKT cell responses in

acute and early HIV infection and the roles that these
cells may be playing in protection and/or immuno-
pathology. CD3+CD56+ NKT cells may contribute to
control of HIV replication by mediating cytolysis of
infected cells and/or via production of b-chemokines
and other soluble factors; and both CD3+CD56+ and
invariant NKT cells may mediate immunoregulatory
effects that contribute to the initiation/enhancement of
HIV-specific immune responses. Conversely, NKT cells
may also mediate detrimental effects via promotion of
immune activation and viral replication. Recent studies
have shown that during acute SIV [116] and also acute
HIV infection (Lavender, Borrow et al, unpublished) the
frequency of circulating CD4+ NKT cells declines, likely
as a consequence of virus infection, whilst CD8+ NKT
cells increase in frequency, potentially as a result of anti-
gen-driven expansion. Identification of the ligands
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recognized by NKT cells on HIV-infected cells is a
priority for future studies, as is further analysis of the
potential for employing these cells in an effector role in
HIV vaccine design.

Challenges faced in the development and
evaluation of prophylactic or therapeutic
strategies for achieving protection via modulation
of innate responses
As discussed above, there is increasing understanding of
the important role played by innate responses in both
promoting and inhibiting HIV transmission, the estab-
lishment, dissemination and amplification of infection
and the level at which viral replication is subsequently
contained (Table 1). Although considerable work is still
needed to define precisely which components of the
innate response it would be desirable to up- or down-
modulate to confer resistance to or enable better control
of HIV replication, it is important that consideration
also starts to be given to the even greater challenge of
designing strategies via which modulation of selected
innate responses could be achieved by vaccination or
microbicides.

a. Administration of innate effector molecules or factors
that modulate the activity of innate subsets in
microbicides or as therapeutic agents
The simplest method of employing innate defences for
the control of HIV replication would be to directly
administer innate antiviral effector molecules or the

protective components thereof prophylactically in the
form of microbicides, or therapeutically at a systemic
level. Likewise protection could also be afforded by
direct administration of agents able to block the activity
of innate pathways that promote HIV replication. For
example, recombinant forms of the active components
of WAPs such as SLPI and Elafin, which are associated
with reduced HIV transmission, could potentially be
employed as microbicides or therapeutic agents; whilst
blocking the activity of WFDC1/ps20, which promotes
HIV spread, with monoclonal antibodies or peptide
antagonists could represent an “anti-immunopathologi-
cal” strategy.
An extension of this approach would be to directly

administer substances known to modulate the effector
activity of innate subsets. For example, HIV-specific
monoclonal antibodies known to trigger antibody-
dependent cell-mediated viral inhibition (ADCVI)
responses by NK cells, macrophages or other effector
cells could administered topically as part of a microbi-
cide strategy, or be infused therapeutically in early HIV
infection - an approach supported by the observation
that the ability of one HIV-specific antibody, b12, to
confer passive protection in a macaque vaginal simian/
human immunodeficiency virus (SHIV) challenge model
was dependent in part on its CD16-binding capacity
[117]. Conversely anti-inflammatory agents could be
included in microbicide preparations to reduce local
immune activation, which is associated with HIV
transmission.

Table 1 Examples of protective and pathogenic effects mediated by innate responses at different stages of acute and
early HIV-1 infection

Stage of infection Beneficial effects Detrimental effects

HIV transmission SLPI, Elafin and defensins help to block HIV infection SEVI and WFDC-1 enhance HIV infection

Establishment of initial foci of
infection

Langerhans cells capture and destroy HIV virions
Type 1 IFNs block HIV replication via upregulation of
APOBECs and restriction factors

cDCs and macrophages act as sites for HIV replication
and attract plus transmit infection to CD4+ T cells
Local production of pro-inflammatory cytokines drives
immune activation, enhancing viral replication

Local virus replication and spread
to draining lymph nodes

Type 1 IFNs continue to limit HIV replication
Locally-recruited innate effector cells combat virus
replication

Proinflammatory cytokines, type 1 IFNs and WFDC-1
promote local immune activation, enhancing virus
replication
DC-SIGN+ DCs carry HIV to lymph nodes and infect
CD4+ T cells

Further viral amplification and
systemic dissemination

DCs activate innate effector cells including NK and
NKT cells and begin to induce HIV-specific T cell
responses
NK, NKT and other innate effector cells combat HIV
replication

cDCs and macrophages promote HIV transmission to
CD4+ T cells
DCs preferentially infect HIV-specific CD4+ T cells
Immune activation mediated by pDCs and cDCs
enhances HIV replication

Exponential virus growth and
depletion of central memory CD4+
T cells

HIV replication is combated by type 1 IFNs, NK and
NKT cells
DCs promote induction of adaptive responses

Immune activation mediated by DCs, NK cells and NKT
cells enhances HIV replication

Ongoing virus replication Soluble innate factors and NK cells contribute to
control of virus replication
DCs help to sustain adaptive responses

cDCs and macrophages continue to promote HIV
transmission to CD4+ T cells
Immune activation mediated by DCs, NK cells and NKT
cells enhances HIV replication
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b. Use of vaccines to prime adaptive responses that will
modulate subsequent innate effector functions
As the concept of using vaccines to stimulate the pro-
duction of specific antibodies and memory T cell popu-
lations is well-established, the most straightforward
approach to developing innate response-modulating vac-
cines may be to design vaccines to prime adaptive
responses that will modulate innate effector functions in
infected individuals. For example, vaccines could be
developed to induce HIV-specific antibodies capable of
mediating ADCVI. Notably, there was an inverse corre-
lation between serum ADCVI antibody titres and HIV
infection rate in the Vax 004 vaccine study [118]. Alter-
natively, vaccines could be used to elicit antibodies that
block receptor-ligand interactions that have immuno-
pathological consequences - e.g. interaction of the
NKp44 ligand with NKp44 on NK cells.
Another possibility may be to develop vaccines or

microbicides that can expand populations of regulatory
T (Treg) cells that will dampen immune activation in
HIV-infected individuals and reduce viral replication
and spread. One study showed that CD4+CD25high T
cells that produced IL-10 in a HIVp24-specific fashion
and could suppress the proliferation of HIVp24-specific
CD4+CD25- T cells in vitro could be detected early
after infection with HIV [119], suggesting that HIV-spe-
cific Treg activity can be induced (at least in the context
of HIV infection). Furthermore, a negative correlation
was observed between CD4+CD25high T cell frequencies
and the frequency of activated (HLA-DR+) CD4+ T
cells in early infection [119], although whether this
reflected a protective effect of the Treg cells or simply
their preservation in the context of lower immune acti-
vation in acute/early infection was not determined.
Nonetheless this remains an interesting area for future
investigation.

c. Use of vaccines to induce long-term alterations in
innate subsets/functions
A more radical concept would be to use vaccines to
modulate innate subsets/activity directly. One of the
properties classically thought to distinguish innate and
adaptive responses is that the former lack memory: but
recent studies have challenged this view, providing evi-
dence that NK cell responses can exhibit features char-
acteristic of adaptive responses including “memory”
[120-122]. One study demonstrated persistence of an
elevated frequency of readily-triggered NK cells bearing
a virus-specific receptor after infection in a murine cyto-
megalovirus model, and showed that the memory NK
cells were capable of conferring protection on adoptive
transfer [121]. Although evidence for similar “memory”
NK responses in humans is currently lacking, and many
questions still remain to be answered (such as how NK

cell memory is generated and maintained and how long
it lasts), these studies nonetheless raise the exciting pro-
spect that it may be possible to expand populations of
readily-triggered, HIV-reactive NK cells by vaccination.
Another perhaps less hypothetical option may be to
prime HIV-specific NKT cells to provide protection
against infection. However, as discussed above, this
would necessitate a better understanding of the activity
mediated by NKT cells in HIV infection, and also of the
ligands recognized by this innate subset on HIV-infected
cells.
Another mechanism by which vaccines could induce

long-lasting alterations in innate responses that would
not require the existence of innate memory would be if
the vaccine persisted and provided a source of continu-
ous or repeated stimulation. There are a number of
potential pitfalls to this approach, as chronic stimulation
can have detrimental effects on immune functions; also
maintenance of a generalized state of immune activation
could enhance HIV acquisition/replication. However the
possibility of providing an intermittent stimulus to
retain selective innate responses at an elevated level
remains worth exploring with caution.

d. Evaluation of vaccination strategies
Given the potential (discussed in previous sections) for
innate responses to mediate immunopathogenic effects
in acute/early HIV infection, it is critically important
that vaccination strategies designed to confer protection
via modulation of innate responses are thoroughly tested
to determine the full spectrum of innate functions
altered and the potential for detrimental consequences.
This is especially key where modulation of innate
responses at mucosal sites is attempted, given the docu-
mented capacity of microbicide-induced modulation of
local immune activation to enhance acquisition of infec-
tion (reviewed in [123]).
The effects of novel innate response-modulating vac-

cine strategies should ideally be tested in non-human
primate immunodeficiency virus infection models prior
to human administration. With this in mind, it is impor-
tant that reagents appropriate for analyzing innate
responses in non-human primates are developed, and
the innate responses naturally activated in response to
immunodeficiency virus infection characterized. Whilst
work carried out to date in SIV-infected rhesus maca-
ques indicates that there are many parallels between the
innate responses activated here and in acute HIV-1
infection, there may also be some critical inter-species
differences that may limit cross-species testing of certain
vaccination strategies; this needs to be explored.
An as yet poorly-exploited avenue for gaining insight

into the effects of vaccination strategies on innate
responses and how these in turn may impact on
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protection is to analyze how vaccines that are currently
in human trials may be modulating innate responses,
how durable these effects are, and whether there is any
impact on innate responses/functions during acute/early
infection in vaccinated individuals who subsequently
become infected. Given the difference in kinetics of acti-
vation of innate responses and the adaptive responses
on which vaccine trials typically focus, this may require
inclusion of extra post-vaccination sampling timepoints
during vaccine trial design.

Conclusions
Innate immunity plays important roles in mediating
defence against HIV acquisition, control of infection fol-
lowing virus transmission and containment of virus
replication during both the acute and chronic phases of
infection. Conversely, innate responses can also have
detrimental effects at all stages of infection, promoting
virus transmission and the establishment of infection,
enhancing subsequent virus replication and spread and
contributing to CD4+ T cell destruction and disease
progression. Importantly, recent studies have shown
these opposing protective and pathogenic effects are
mediated by every major component of the innate
immune system (e.g. type 1 IFNs and other soluble

factors, DCs and NK cells), prompting a need for more
precise definition of the underlying molecular mechan-
isms so that they can be specifically up- or down-
modulated by intervention strategies. Increasing
evidence suggests that there may be potential to stimu-
late protective innate effector mechanisms to a level
where HIV transmission and/or the establishment of
disseminated infection is prevented. Likewise strategies
for blocking generalised immune activation may also
have prophylactic potential, and hold great promise as a
novel therapeutic approach. The major challenge ahead
lies in determining how these potentially important
goals may be safely realized to yield novel infection and
disease prevention strategies that will complement more
traditional approaches. Some of the priorities for
research in this area are summarised in Table 2.

List of abbreviations
ADCVI: antibody-dependent cell-mediated virus inhibi-
tion; AHI: acute HIV-1 infection; AID: activation-induced
cytidine deaminase; AIDS: acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome; APOBEC: apolipoprotein B editing complex,
catalytic subunit (APOBEC); CCR: chemokine receptor;
cDC: conventional DC (including myeloid DCs and other
non-pDC types); DC: dendritic cell; DC-SIGN: dendritic

Table 2 Strategies for targeting innate immunity to combat HIV infection and research priorities to advance their
development

Strategy Priorities for future research Most rapidly-realised
goals?

A. Development of microbicides and passive protection
strategies that mediate defence at mucosal infection sites
via deployment or local modulation of innate immunity

Structure-function studies to enable the design of small
molecules that selectively induce the HIV-inhibitory properties
of defensins, WAPs, etc

Identify the key mechanisms involved in type 1 IFN-mediated
inhibition of HIV replication so that the pathways involved
can be selectively invoked to block viral infection

Evaluate the effect of local administration of
immunosuppressive agents at mucosal exposure sites on HIV
acquisition

¬

B. Design of vaccines to prime adaptive responses that
mediate protection via modulation of innate effector
functions

Clarify the importance of ADCVI activity as a means of
antibody-mediated control of HIV infection; and Define the
key characteristics of antibodies that induce strong ADCVI
activity (e.g. isotype, glycosylation status, specificity, affinity)

¬

Verify the existence of HIV-specific Treg cells and determine
their in vivo roles, particularly their impact on generalised
immune activation

C. Creation of strategies for achieving protection by
directly inducing long-term alterations in innate subsets
and/or their functions

Characterise NK cell memory in humans (e.g. NK populations
involved, longevity, modes of induction); and Identify the
ligands on HIV-infected cells that trigger NK cells mediating
protective functions, to enable design of immunogens to
stimulate these NK subsets

Analyse the roles of NKT cell subsets in protection versus
pathogenesis during HIV infection, to determine the utility of
targeting these cells in vaccine design

Explore the effects of persisting vaccine vectors on local and/
or systemic innate responses

¬
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cell-specific, intercellular adhesion molecule-grabbing
non-integrin; GALT: gut-associated lymphoid tissue; HIV:
human immunodeficiency virus; HLA: human leukocyte
antigen; IDO: indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase; IFN: inter-
feron; IL: interleukin; IRF: interferon-regulatory factor; Ig:
immunoglobulin; LARG: leukemia associated Rho guanine
nucleotide-exchange factor; LPS: lipopolysaccharide;
MHC: major histocompatibility complex; MIP: macro-
phage inflammatory protein; NF: nuclear factor; NK: nat-
ural killer; PBMC: peripheral blood mononuclear cell;
pDC: plasmacytoid DC; PRR: pattern-recognition receptor;
RIG-I: retinoic acid-inducible gene I; SEVI: semen-derived
enhancer of virus infection; SIV: simian immunodeficiency
virus; SHIV: simian/human immunodeficiency virus; SLPI:
secretory leukocyte protease inhibitor; TLR: toll-like
receptor; TNF: tumour necrosis factor; TRIM: tripartite
motif; Treg: regulatory T; WAP: whey acidic protein;
WFDC1: whey acidic protein four-disulfide core domain 1.
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